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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 
COURSE TITLE:   Mobile Marketing 
COURSE NUMBER: BMK 470 
PRE-REQUISITE(S): BMK 305 and BMK 400 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
The Mobile and Digital Marketing course at Wilmington University will provide students 
with ways to take advantage of the changing digital landscape. Students will learn how 
to successfully design, develop, and integrate marketing plans that take advantage of 
the rapidly growing mobile market. This course is an opportunity to understand how to 
build and execute social marketing programs on mobile platforms providing a rich 
experience for students in a changing technical environment.  

Students will learn how to identify market segments, use analytics to help shape 
decision making, and the importance of attaining ROI in the marketing planning 
process. To develop proficiency and expertise, students will learn how to optimize the 
web for mobile devices, (need parallel) strategies to use social marketing to reach 
mobile users, and as a capstone, develop an integrated digital marketing 
communications plan for a small business in the Wilmington University footprint. 

MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:  
GOAL A:      
Define digital marketing and its role in marketing strategy. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
A-1  Define and describe digital marketing and the role that it plays among 

customers and brands 
A-2  Analyze Integrated Marketing Communications, Traditional and Digital 

Media 
A-3  Develop prerequisites for social and mobile strategies 
A-4  Identifying target markets and segments 

GOAL B:      
Understanding the implementation of Digital Marketing and SEO. 
 Learning Objectives: The student will: 

B-1     Breakdown the multimedia multitasking consumer in a mobile marketplace 
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B-2     Defining the social media and mobile technology in the Consumer 
Decision-Making Process 

B-3     Integrating Group Influence in Social Media and Mobile Networks 
B-4 Producing social communications and digital insights through various 

channels  
GOAL C:      
Identifying opportunities for paid social advertising. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
C-1     Formulate a plan and/or strategy for an organization or product to 

introduce and distribute social media, mobile marketing, and marketing 
mix across multiple channels 

C-2     Analyzing social media, mobile distribution, and e-commerce across a 
mobile strategy 

C-3     Supporting the traditional Internet model as a prerequisite for social and 
mobile marketing advancement 

C-4     Applying and interpreting Search Engine Optimization results as part of a 
web (mobile or desktop) strategy 

C-5     How to achieve website design goals when developing a social media and 
mobile technology strategy 

GOAL D:      
Identify opportunities to increase customer engagement and retention. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
D-1     Determine social media and mobile influence on sales promotion, pricing, 

personal selling, and public relations. 
D-2     Enhance promotional opportunities that help deliver a better 

communications strategy to consumers and stakeholders 
D-3    Review and define consumer pricing models and methods in mobile 

marketing 
D-4     Outline the advertising process 
D-5     Establishing a communications strategy with various target audiences. 

GOAL E:      
Define how analytics, data, and reporting are critical to marketing strategy. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
E-1     Determine social media and mobile influence on sales promotion, pricing, 

personal selling, and public relations. 
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E-2     Enhance promotional opportunities that help deliver a better 
communications strategy to consumers and stakeholders 

E-3     Review and define consumer pricing models and methods in mobile 
marketing 

E-4     Outline the advertising process 
E-5     Establishing a communications strategy with various target audiences 

GOAL F:      
Identify digital platforms that provide targeting capabilities in campaigns. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
F-1     Explore the evolution of media in Digital Marketing 
F-2     Design strategies for social media effectiveness 
F-3     Develop an integrated brand communications strategy 
F-4     Organize a budget for marketing communications 
F-5     Formulate the advantages and disadvantages of media events 
F-6     Manage the social media and mobile technology during the planning 

process 
GOAL G:     
Identify digital platforms that provide targeting capabilities in campaigns. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
G-1     Comparing and differentiating between big data and data collectors 
G-2     Discussing attribution techniques in social media mobile marketing 

research 
G-3     Adapting your mobile advertising strategy to meet the needs of the 

organization 
G-4     Developing an ethics based social and mobile strategy 
G-5     Evaluate and examine user’s mobile usage and consumption behavior 

GOAL H:       
Identify digital platforms that provide targeting capabilities in campaigns. 

Learning Objectives: The student will: 
H-1     Recognize the exact objectives for your specific business plans 
H-2     Know which digital tools to use for every type of marketing campaign 
H-3     Manage and monitor your campaign with the suitable digital tools for the 

entire iterative process 
H-4     Articulate the four main factors at start of every planning process 
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